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The Worlds Biggest Employers1 
Ministry of Defence (India) is the largest employer even toppling US Department of Defence

Source: Statista research, company/organisation reports



IPL teams Scoring high with brands2 
Due to popularity of IPL, there has been sharp increase in franchise revenues over the years

Source: Mint, Houlihan Lokey’s IPL valuation studies from 2024 and 2023



SIP stoppage ratio at all time high3 
At the time when SIPs recorded all time high it also recorded highest SIP stoppage ratio in the month of May

Source: AMFI, moneycontrol



Largest arms importers4 
By far India is the largest importer of arms followed by Saudi Arabia

Source: SIPRI, soic.in



Counties where people are using the most mobile data5 
Curacao leads by far the highest mobile data usage per capita followed by Kuwait.

Source: World Bank, voronai



Average rent by State6 
Share of rent % in monthly per capita consumption expenditure in urban areas

Source: MOSPI (HCES 2022-23), Network 18



AC penetration across different countries7 
When compared to other developed countries, India has just scratched the surface with respect to AC penetration

Source: Finshots, Statista, News and Media Reports



Market share of US Soft Drinks8 
Coca Cola leads way ahead when compared to others with over 19% market share

Source: Voronoi, The Wall Street Journal, Beverage Digest.
Disc : The securities quoted are for illustration only and are not recommendatory



How big is Adani?9 
Presence of Adani across business segments and quite well diversified group

Source: Alpha design technologies, Adani.com, Annual Report
Disc : The securities quoted are for illustration only and are not recommendatory



Largest Road Networks10 
As seen India needs to cover lot of ground even to reach second spot position

Source: Global patterns of road infrastructure



THANK YOU

Disclaimer: The securities quoted are for illustration only and are not recommendatory. Any performance depictions are for illustration purposes only and such past 
performance may or may not sustain in future. Investments in securities market are subject to market risks.  Read all the related documents carefully before investing. 
This message and any attachments are meant solely for investor awareness and forms a part of education and awareness initiative. The circulation of this document 
shall not be construed as a recommendation or a solicitation to subscribe, buy, sell, or hold any scrip, fund, or scheme. This document is intended only for the 
personal use to whom it is addressed or delivered and must not be reproduced or redistributed in any form to any other person.
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